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PICTURES TRANSLATE WHAT 
YOU SEE

• Photographs tell a story, 
arouse an emotion or 
evoke a mood. 

• There isn’t a better way to 
become a good 
photographer than to 
photograph.

• Eyes and camera “see” 
things differently.



WHAT’S IN THE PICTURE?
• What are you going to include 

or leave out? 

• Decide before you shoot. 
Where is the subject positioned 
in the frame? 

• Don’t center the main subject 
in the frame very often.

• Analyze both the foreground 
and background… and 
surroundings



SOME TIPS
• Put the main subject off to one side of the corner of the frame

• Put the horizon line at the very top or very bottom of a 
photograph

• Tilt a few photos sometimes

• Make a portrait of someone without him looking at the frame

• Photograph something in its entirely… a person, shopfront, etc.





THE 
BACKGROUND
Unwanted (distracting) elements can be 
ignored by the eye looking at the scene

but they can be distracting

Put background out of focus — shallow 
depth of field

The relationship between subject to 
background is called figure/ground or 

positive negative space. 











FOCUS
Controlling the depth of field

It isn’t necessarily better to have 
everything in focus all the time

Or the background out of focus

Landscapes are often photographer 
with everything in focus





–London & Stone

“A photograph is a slice of time.”



DEPTH OF A 
PHOTO

Your choices make a difference. 

Long focal length… narrow angle of 
view and close cropping. 

Normal focal length elevated position.

Transforming a 3D scene into a 2D 
world. 



PHOTOGRAPHY 
FOR MEANING
Good composition and technical 

quality are not the only goals

Meaning can be reinforced!

Consider the physical qualities of 
your photograph. 



MORE TIPS
• A sepia color (slightly brown) of a black and white 

photo, called warm tone, invokes emotional warmth. 

• A wide panoramic shape of a landscape photo 
suggests an endless horizon. 

• A tiny print often exudes intimacy.

• A very large one can project power. 



“Your subject can be a metaphor.”





PORTRAITS
More than someone’s look like.

It captures an expression!

Props, clothing, subject’s environment… not 
essential but can help to show who he is

Don’t ask subject to smile! Be calm and 
relaxed. 

A quietly pleasant expression looks better than 
a pass-on big smile. 

Soft diffused light easy to use
Side lighting adds roundness and three 

dimensional modeling. 

If light isn’t diffused… more facial texture, e.g., 
wrinkles and lines. 



LANDSCAPES
Look at a scene from different angles

Use wide lens but it doesn’t always 
need to be of a wide view

Change your point of view sometimes

They are often sharp all around

Use ND filter sometimes

Smaller apertures



CITYSCAPES
How do you see the city?

People or buildings give character?

Where is light best?

Photograph at dawn, dusk, or at night. 

Tripod for long exposures 

Rush hours great time to capture 
these.



PHOTO
GRAPHING 

INSIDE
Multiple challenges
Wide-angle lens

several focal lengths 
Pay attention to the light 

Look for a window sometimes
Carry a light kit

There is less light indoors often
The closer to the subject, the less depth 

of field.
Closer objects might appear 

disproportionally bigger than farther ones. 
  




